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A B S T R A C T

A rapid, facile and label-free sensing strategy is developed for the detection of dopamine (DA) in the real samples by exploiting nitrogen-doped graphene quantum
dots (N-GQDs) decorated on Au nanoparticles (Au@N-GQD). The as-grown Au@N-GQD exhibits strong blue fluorescence at room temperature and the fluorescence
intensity is drastically quenched in presence of DA in neutral medium. The mechanistic insight into the DA sensing by Au@N-GQDs is explored here by careful
monitoring of the evolution of the interaction of Au NPs and N-GQDs with DA under different conditions through electron microscopic and spectroscopic studies. The
highly sensitive and selective detection of DA over a wide range is attributed to the unique core-shell structure formation with Au@N-GQD hybrids. The quenching
mechanism involves the ground state complex formation as well as electron transfer from N-GQDs. The presence of Au NPs in Au@N-GQD hybrids accelerates the
quenching process (~14 fold higher than bare N-GQDs) by the formation of stable dopamine-o-quinone (DQ) in the present detection scheme. The fluorescence
quenching follows the linear Stern-Volmer plot in the range 0–100 μM, establishing its efficacy as a fluorescence-based DA sensor with a limit of detection (LOD)
430 nM. Further, based on the systematic change in the intensity of absorption peak of Au@N-GQD with DA concentration, the well-known Hill equation is
introduced for the sensing of DA in the range 0–10 μM with detection limit 40 nM. The proposed sensing method has a high selectivity towards DA over a wide range
of common biological molecules as well as metal ions. The quenching in Au@N-GQD fluorescence intensity makes it possible to determine the spiked DA in human
serum in the linear range from 0.0 to 80.0 μM with the limit of detection (LOD) 590 nM, which is ~27 fold lower than the lowest abnormal concentration of DA in
serum (16 μM). This sensing scheme is also successively applied to trace DA in Brahmaputra river water sample with LOD 480 nM including its satisfactory recovery
(95–112%). Our studies reveal a novel sensing pathway for DA through the core-shell structure formation and it is highly promising for the design of efficient
biological and environmental sensor.

1. Introduction

Dopamine (DA) is an important catecholamine neurotransmitter,
which plays an important role in the mammalian central nervous
system to send the signal from body to brain. Renal, hormonal, cardi-
ovascular systems are also controlled by the normal level of DA [1].
Normal level of DA in body maintains blood pressure, fine motor ac-
tivity, inspiration, intuition and focus, while, the dysfunction of DA has
been implicated in pathogenesis of neurological disorders such as
Huntington's disease, Schizophrenia and Parkinson's disease [2–5].
Thus, a precise detection of DA with high sensitivity and selectivity is of
great interest for the clinical diagnosis of neurological diseases. Various
sensing methods have been developed for the detection of DA including
the high-performance liquid chromatography [6], capillary electro-
phoresis [7], electrochemical [8], fluorescent sensors [4,9] and colori-
metric sensor [3]. Among these, colorimetric and fluorescence sensing

methods are regarded as the simplest as well as cost and time effective
methods with appreciably lower detection limit.

In recent times, the unique physical and electronic properties of
graphene and it derivatives have drawn a vast attention in diverse re-
search areas with novel applications [10–12]. Graphene quantum dots
(GQDs), a zero-dimensional material with sp2-hybridized carbon de-
rived from graphene, have received intensive attention in sensing ap-
plications due to its interesting intrinsic properties, such as low cyto-
toxicity, favorable biocompatibility and excellent optical properties
including photo-stability, anti-photobleaching, intensive photo-
luminescence (PL) and ultraviolet absorption caused by the quantum
confinement effect and excessive functional groups at the edges or basal
planes of GQDs [13–15]. By the doping of heteroatoms into the π-
conjugated system of GQDs, structural defects are introduced to make
more active sites available in GQDs [16]. Sung et al. demonstrated the
synthesis of nitrogen-doped GQDs (N-GQDs) possessing high active sites
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and exhibiting interesting properties [17]. The PL property of GQDs has
been used for the detection of DA through its intensity quenching
(down to 0.25 μM) [15]. Chen et al. recently reported DA sensing with
N-GQDs up to 1 μM concentration [9]. For the detection of DA, metallic
nanoparticles (NPs) were also used as a promising detector and mainly
aggregation of the NPs in presence of DA has been reported to be the
key sensing factor [2,3,18]. Gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) combined with
graphitic materials are highly promising for sensing applications. The
oxygen-rich functional groups on the surface of graphene provide active
sites for the nucleation of Au NPs instead of the use of conventional
reducing agents [14,19]. Following this unique synthesis method, the
GQD functionalized Au NPs were prepared for the various sensing ap-
plications including metal ion sensing [20], H2O2 sensing [21], etc.
Recently, reduced GQDs with Au NPs core-shell structure has been used
for the colorimetric detection of cysteine by aggregation [14]. Though a
variety of sensing methods have been developed for DA with high
sensitivity and selectivity, an in-depth understanding of the sensing
mechanism is lacking. Lin et al. reported colorimetric DA sensing
through the aggregation of Ag NP by Ag-catechol bonds formation [3].
In another study on the colorimetric detection of DA, it was reported
that in presence of Cu+2 ion, DA is adsorbed on Au NP surfaces after
interacting with Cu+2 ion by its amino and hydroxyl groups [2].
Through FRET process, DA detection has been reported with the
quenching of PL based on the formation of polydopamine on the surface
of GQDs [22]. N-GQDs were also introduced for DA sensing, where
electron transfer from photoexcited N-GQDs to dopamine-quinine has
been pointed out as the reason of PL quenching [9]. Qu et al. mixed
carbon dots with Au NPs for the detection of DA by the change of PL
and chemisorptions interaction by the amine groups of DA and H-bond
formation were reported as the detection mechanism [23]. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no report on the optical based sensing of DA
by N-GQD functionalized Au NPs (Au@N-GQD) through the formation
of core-shell like structure with DA.

In this present work, we develop a rapid, stable, sensitive and highly
selective sensor for the optical detection of DA using Au@N-GQD with
low technical demands. Au@N-GQD was prepared by a one-step che-
mical reduction of AuCl4− in an aqueous N-GQD medium. In neutral
aqueous medium, oxygen-rich functional groups on N-GQDs facilitate
the complex formation with DA, which in turn facilitates the formation
of a core-shell structure with DA as shell over Au NPs core. Mechanism
of sensing is revealed through the detailed microscopic and spectro-
scopic studies. Based on the phenomenon of complex formation, this
newly developed optical sensor is used for the efficient detection of DA
through the measurement of UV–Vis absorption as well as the fluores-
cence quenching. An ultra-high detection limit for DA is achieved with
the continuous enhancement in UV–Vis absorption intensity with DA
concentration, which is found to follow the well-known Hill equation.
The Au@N-GQD shows superior performance as a fluorescence sensor
as compared to the bare N-GQDs, and it follows the linear Stern-Volmer
equation. Additionally, this sensor has been applied for the detection of
DA in the real samples, such as Brahmaputra river water and human
serum with LOD 480 nM and 590 nM, respectively, with high selectivity
as well as recovery.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Synthesis of graphene oxide

At first, the graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized from graphite
flakes by the modified Hummers method [24]. In a typical synthesis, 3 g
expandable graphite flakes (purity 99%) and 1.5 g NaNO3 were added
to 70mL of concentrated H2SO4 (98%, Merck) and mixed under stirring
for 2 h. Next, the mixture was transferred into an ice bath and 9 g of
KMnO4 (Merck) was added slowly under stirring. Then the stirring was
continued at 35 °C for 4 h to allow proper oxidation of graphite. Deio-
nized water (DI) was slowly added to the mixture and stirred at 98 °C.

The solution was then quenched with 15mL of 30% H2O2 (48%,
Merck). Afterward, 60mL HCl (35%, Merck) was mixed with it slowly
and kept under stirring for 4 h to remove unreacted NaNO3 and KMnO4.
DI water was added to the mixture to dilute the acidic content. Later,
with centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10min in 3 cycles, the solution
was separated from the unreacted flakes and impurities. The pre-
cipitated part was dried at 120 °C and collected as GO powder.

2.2. Synthesis of N-GQDs

N-GQDs were synthesized by a solvothermal method using GO as
the precursor material. 600mg of GO powder was dispersed in 40mL of
DMF (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and sonicated for 30min. The mixture was
transferred into Teflon lined autoclave (Berghof, BR-100) and heated at
220 °C for 5 h. After the solvothermal treatment, the black precipitate
was rejected after centrifugation and the yellow suspension was col-
lected as N-GQDs. The solvent was evaporated by heating at 90 °C and
N-GQDs are re-dispersed in Milli-Q water (18.3MΩ cm, MQ water),
following its preservation at 4 °C.

2.3. Synthesis of Au@N-GQD

14mg of as-synthesis N-GQDs was dispersed in 20mL MQ water in
ultra-sonication. Then the solution was heated at 110 °C with stirring
for 10min. Afterward, 2mg of HAuCl4, 4 H2O solution (5mM, 99.9%,
Alfa Aesar) was added dropwise into the above solution. The yellow
colour of the solution containing N-GQDs is observed to be changed
into a light pink colour, which indicates the formation of Au@N-GQD.
After the natural cooling to room temperature, the Au@N-GQD was
collected as a precipitate by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 10min.
The concentration of the obtained Au@N-GQD solution is 0.63mg/mL.
N-GQDs with a concentration of 0.09mg/mL have been used as the
control sample (N7). Au@N-GQD aqueous solution at a concentration
of 0.09mg/mL has been used for most of the experiments and the
sample is termed as A7. For comparison, higher and lower concentra-
tions of Au@N-GQD aqueous solution were used and these are termed
as A5 and A9 for concentrations 0.126 and 0.07mg/mL, respectively. In
addition, Au@N-GQD was prepared with other amounts of N-GQDs (i.e.
4, 6, 10 and 20mg) using the same conditions and treatment proce-
dures as above.

2.4. Sensing of dopamine

The detection of dopamine (DA, Sigma Aldrich) was performed in
PBS buffer solution at pH 7. For the efficient sensing of DA, different
concentrations of stock solution of Au@N-GQD were used to find out
the optimum concentration and repeatability for the sensing. In a ty-
pical run, 0.5 mL of stock solution of Au@N-GQD and 2.0mL of DA
solutions at different concentrations, ranging from 0.01 to 100 μM are
added into a cuvette and incubated for 4min at 30 °C temperature be-
fore taking the absorption and PL spectra. All PL spectra are recorded
under the excitation at 300 nm. All the measurements were repeated
thrice to ensure accuracy. For the comparison, UV–Vis absorption and
PL spectra of bare N-GQDs (N7) were also recorded.

2.5. Characterization techniques

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) including high-resolution
TEM and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern were ob-
tained from JEOL-JEM 2010 transmission electron microscope operated
at 200 kV for the high magnification surface morphology and struc-
tures. The test sample was obtained by drop-casting the aqueous dis-
persion on a carbon-coated copper grid of 400 mesh (Pacific Grid, USA),
followed by drying at 50 °C temperature. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) (Cypher, Oxford Instruments) image was acquired in non-con-
tact mode to confirm the number of layers in N-GQDs. The composition
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of the sample was obtained from the energy-dispersive X-ray spectro-
meter (EDX) (Sigma, Zeiss). For EDX, an aqueous solution of the sample
was drop-casted on a Si substrate covered with Aluminum foil. XRD
pattern was recorded with Rigaku RINT 2500 TTRAX-III using Cu Kα
radiation with a scanning speed of 3°/min. Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopy measurements were executed in PerkinElmer,
Spectrum BX spectrophotometer with reflectance mode. Raman scat-
tering measurements were performed in a Horiba Raman spectrometer
(LabRam HR800, Jobin Yvon) at a laser excitation of 488 nm. For XRD,
FTIR and Raman measurement, 50 μL of sample were drop-casted on Si
(100) wafer and dried at 50 °C and this process was repeated for 5
times. Using a commercial spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, UV win
Lab), UV–Vis absorption spectra of the samples were recorded. The
steady-state photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed by
using a 300 nm excitation of Xe lamp of the spectrofluorometer (Horiba
Jobin Yvon, Fluoromax-4). Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)
measurements were obtained with the excitation of 308 nm LED source
by picosecond time-resolved luminescence spectrometer (Edinburg
Instruments, Model: FSP920). UV–Vis, PL and TRPL spectra were col-
lected in 3ml quartz cuvette.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Morphology analysis

Fig. 1(a) shows the TEM image of as-prepared N-GQDs with
homogeneous dispersion and the corresponding size distribution with
lognormal fitting is depicted in the inset showing the average size of N-
GQDs as 4.9 nm. In addition, a well-resolved lattice fringe pattern with
interplanar spacing of 0.19 nm is observed from the HRTEM of the N-
GQD (see Fig. 1(b)), corresponding to (101) hexagonal lattice plane of
graphite. The AFM topographic image of as prepared N-GQDs is shown
in Fig. S1 (Supporting Information) showing spherical N-GQDs con-
sistent with the TEM images. AFM height profile of the N-GQDs shows
its thickness 0.3–0.9 nm (see the inset of Fig. S1, Supporting Informa-
tion) indicating that the N-GQDs contain about 1–3 layers of graphene.
Fig. 1(c) shows the TEM image of hexagonal Au NPs successfully grown
by using N-GQDs as a reducing agent, resulting to the Au@N-GQD
hybrids formation. The inset of Fig. 1(c) shows the HRTEM lattice fringe
of Au NPs with lattice spacing of 0.22 nm and 0.20 nm, corresponding
to the Au(111) and Au(002) planes, respectively [25]. The sizes of Au
NPs are in the range of 10–40 nm (see Fig. S2(a), Supporting Informa-
tion). Further, the presence of N-GQDs (size 2–5 nm) on (111) facet of
Au NP is observed in the HRTEM lattice image of Au@N-GQD, as-
shown in Fig. 1(d), and it reveals the decoration of N-GQDs on Au NP
surface. The SAED pattern of N-GQD and Au@N-GQD shown in Fig.
S2(b, c) (Supporting Information) also confirms the presence of dif-
ferent crystalline planes of graphitic carbon and Au crystal. The crys-
talline planes of graphitic carbon are marked with ‘G’. Fig. 1(e, f) show
the high resolution TEM images of Au@N-GQD/DA after the addition of
very low concentration of DA (0.06 μM), where DA nicely wraps on
Au@N-GQD. At a higher concentration (0.4 μM DA), N-GQDs are ob-
served to be detached partially from the Au NPs and decorated uni-
formly over the surrounding DA cloud, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(g).
This may be due to the reduced interaction between Au NP and N-GQDs
in presence of DA. Fig. 1(h, i) show the TEM images of Au@N-GQD with
a higher concentration of DA (80 μM) at different magnifications. In-
terestingly, at further higher DA concentration, Au NP and DA form a
core-shell structure where Au NP and DA act as core and shell, re-
spectively, as shown in Fig. 1(h, i). Interestingly, N-GQDs are observed
to be completely detached from the Au NP surfaces and accumulate at
the periphery of the DA shell. Note that in some regions, N-GQDs and
DA clouds are found together away from the Au NPs (see Fig. 1(i)),
which is very less compared to core-shell structures. The size distribu-
tion of N-GQDs in Au@N-GQD/DA composite is shown in the inset of
Fig. 1(h), which shows the average particle size of 5 nm, consistent with

the size of precursor N-GQDs.
The atomic percentage of elements present and their spatial dis-

tribution were measured using EDX mapping. Fig. S3(a) (Supporting
Information) shows the FESEM image of Au@N-GQD on which the
elemental mapping was performed. Fig. S3(b–e) (Supporting
Information) exhibit the spatial distribution of the elements Au, C, O,
and N, respectively. As shown in Fig. S3(a–e) (Supporting Information),
EDX elemental mapping corresponding to Au@N-GQD reveals that the
Au NP is uniformly decorated with nitrogen-doped GQDs, which is
consistent with the TEM analysis. However, due to the resolution limit
of FESEM, the distribution of carbon elements in Fig. S3(c) does not
show the outline of N-GQDs. Fig. S4(a–e) (Supporting Information)
show the FESEM image of Au@N-GQD/DA and the spatial distribution
of the elements Au, C, O, and N, respectively. Au NPs are observed to be
decorated over the DA clouds. Note that DA and N-GQDs both contains
carbon atoms. In addition, the EDX spectra corresponding to Au@N-
GQD and Au@N-GQD/DA are shown in Figs. S3(f) and S4(f)
(Supporting Information), respectively, confirming the elemental com-
position. It is quite likely that due to the carbon contamination during
the FESEM measurement, the measured carbon contents in the samples
are found to be relatively high. The higher carbon content in the S4(f)
than that of S3(f) is consistent with the fact that DA contains carbon
atoms.

3.2. XRD analysis

The XRD patterns were recorded to confirm the structure and
crystallinity of pristine DA, N-GQDs, Au@N-GQD and Au@N-GQD/DA
and the results are shown in Fig. 2. In the pristine DA, two weak XRD
peaks are detected at 2θ=28.6° and 40.7° corresponding to non-gra-
phitic carbon (see Fig. 2(a)) [26]. In Fig. 2(b), a broad diffraction peak
in N-GQDs detected at 2θ=26.2° is indexed as G (002) crystallographic
plane of GQD due to sp2 hybridized carbon atoms and the broadening is
due to the formation of quantum dots. Another weak peak detected at
2θ=43.0° is assigned to the G (100) plane of GQD arising from the
functional groups [27]. Fig. 2(c) shows the XRD pattern of Au@N-GQD
with the presence of G (002) peak of N-GQDs and three prominent
peaks of face-centered-cubic (fcc) Au. The (002) plane of N-GQDs is
detected at a slightly higher value (2θ=26.5°) supporting the con-
traction of the interplanar spacing of N-GQDs, which may be due to the
interaction with Au NPs. The diffraction peaks at 2θ=38.2°, 44.5°, and
64.7° are in agreement with the fcc phase structure of Au for (111),
(002) and (220) planes, respectively [28]. Interestingly, (100) peak of
N-GQDs becomes very weak after their attachment with Au NPs, while,
(101) peak appears significantly, as-shown in Fig. 2(c), which may be
due to the change in orientation of the crystalline plane of N-GQDs after
the interaction with metallic Au surfaces. With the addition of DA in
Au@N-GQD, the G (002) diffraction peak is not clearly observed, may
be due to the passivation by DA clouds. In addition, all the Au dif-
fraction peaks are detected with slight peak broadening, indicating the
formation of the Au@N-GQD/DA complex composite.

3.3. Raman spectroscopy and FTIR analysis

Results of micro-Raman studies on different samples are shown in
Fig. 3(a–c). To acquire the detailed information about the change in the
crystalline orientation and attached functional groups, Raman spectrum
of each sample is deconvoluted in the range 1000–1725 cm−1 with
Lorentz peaks. The respective peak positions and FWHMs are tabulated
in Table T1 (Supporting Information). In case of as-grown N-GQDs, the
deconvoluted peaks (see Fig. 3(a)) show the characteristic G band at
1576 cm−1, which is associated with the in-plane phonon vibration of
sp2 carbon and D band at 1380 cm−1 confirms the lattice distortions
due to the oxygen functionalities [27,29–31]. The appearance of the
other peaks in N-GQDs at 1094 cm−1, 1270 cm−1, and 1670 cm−1 are
due to the attached functional groups, associated with the stretching
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vibration of the CeC bond, tertiary dimethyl amines (CeN) group, and
amide C]O bond, respectively [32]. As compared to N-GQDs, D band
position in Au@N-GQD is red-shifted to 1365 cm−1 (see Fig. 3(b)), due
to the lattice distortion of N-GQDs caused by the local intensive plas-
monic electromagnetic (EM) field induced by the Au NPs [33]. In
contrast, G peak of Au@N-GQD is blue shifted by ~6 cm−1 with a
drastic reduction of FWHM (~87 cm−1) attributed to the strong vi-
bration of C]C bond in graphitic component by the influence of Au
NPs (see Table T1, Supporting Information). It is reported that due to
the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in Au NPs, local EM field en-
hancement increases, resulting in the intense absorption of incident
light, following elastic scattering and the corresponding Raman signal
enhancement, fully consistent with the present results [31,32]. In
comparison with N-GQDs, the blue shift in G band in Au@N-GQD is
attributed to the compressive strain in N-GQDs in presence of Au NPs,
which is consistent with the XRD analyses. The upshift of the G-band is

reported to be associated with the charge transfer from N-GQDs to
metallic NPs [31]. The Raman peaks of N-GQDs corresponding to the
stretching vibration of the CeC bond are observed at 1104 cm−1 for
Au@N-GQD. Besides the characteristic D band and G band, the de-
convoluted Raman spectrum of Au@N-GQD (see Fig. 3(b)) shows the
appearance of different peaks at 1104 cm−1 and 1258 cm−1 with two
new Raman active modes at 1528 cm−1 and 1629 cm−1. The new peak
at 1528 cm−1 results from the lattice distortions in the sp2 plane of N-
GQDs by the formation of AueC bonds [34]. The other peak at
1629 cm−1 in Au@N-GQD is assigned to the stretching vibration of
C=N-OH, which confirms the additional functionalization of N-GQDs
with OeH in the course of gold salt reduction [32]. Additionally, the
peak at 1258 cm−1 appeared in Au@N-GQD is attributed to the vibra-
tion of CeH bond. The Raman mode at 1670 cm−1 of N-GQDs is ob-
served to be disappeared after its interaction with Au NP surfaces,
which may be due to the change of imines to -OH groups. The Raman

Fig. 1. (a) TEM image of N-GQDs with uniform size distribution shown as inset. (b) HRTEM of N-GQD with lattice spacing 0.19 nm. The IFFT (c) TEM image of Au@
N-GQD hybrids with HRTEM of Au NP facets in inset. (d) HRTEM image of Au@N-GQD showing the decoration of N-GQDs (marked with dotted circles) on Au NP
surface. TEM and HRTEM image of Au@N-GQD with different DA concentration: (e–f) 0.06 μM, (g) 0.40 μM and (h–i) 80 μM. The inset of (h) shows the size
distribution of N-GQDs at the periphery of the core-shell structure.
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spectrum of pristine DA with Lorentzian fittings is presented in Fig.
S5(a) and the corresponding peak values are shown in Table T1 (Sup-
porting Information). For Au@N-GQD/DA, the deconvoluted Raman
spectrum shows the D band and G band position at 1392 cm−1 and
1583 cm−1, respectively (see Fig. 3(c)). Raman modes observed at
1338 cm−1 (stretching vibration of CeO bond) and 1487 cm−1 (phenyl
C]C stretching mode) confirm the attachment of DA with Au@N-GQD
[35–37]. The D band position in Au@N-GQD/DA is observed to be
upshifted from 1365 cm−1 to 1392 cm−1 as compared to the Au@N-
GQD, which is due to the detachment of N-GQDs from Au NPs. This is
further confirmed from the disappearance of the AueC bond vibration
(1528 cm−1) in Au@N-GQD/DA. Note that the value of IG/ID is ~2.5
for Au@N-GQD/DA, while that for N-GQDs and Au@N-GQD is found to
be ~1.3. The enhancement in G band intensity with DA addition may
be attributed to the π-π interaction and chemical bonding between N-
GQDs and DA due to the presence of aromatic rings in both the systems
[37,38]. In Au@N-GQD/DA, the Raman peak for CeC stretching vi-
bration mode appears at 1111 cm−1, while CeN bending vibration
mode of N-GQDs reappears at 1277 cm−1 with a blue shift ~7 cm−1

confirming the partial detachment of N-GQDs from Au NPs.
The FTIR spectra were recorded (see Fig. 3(d–f)) to know the

changes in the vibrational modes and chemical bonds before and after
the addition of DA. A broad peak detected in the region
3000–3500 cm−1, which is present in all the samples, can be attributed
to the characteristic band of NeH stretching vibration and free hy-
droxyl group (OeH) vibration [39,40]. In case of N-GQDs (Fig. 3(d)),
strong peaks detected at 1651 cm−1 and 1535 cm−1 correspond to the
stretching and in-plane bending vibrations of the CeN bond, respec-
tively, and it confirms the successful doping as well as the

functionalization of GQDs with nitrogen. The additional band at
~1253 cm−1 can be assigned as CeH2 wagging vibration, while the
other band in the region 900–1100 cm−1 is due to the stretching vi-
bration of CeO group, confirming the presence of oxygen-rich func-
tional groups in N-GQDs [32,40]. For Au@N-GQD composite
(Fig. 3(e)), a strong as well as a sharp vibrational mode corresponding
to C]C bond appears at 1609 cm−1 due to the influence of SPR in Au
NPs, fully consistent with the Raman analysis. As compared to N-GQDs,
CeN bending mode in Au@N-GQD is observed to be down shifted from
1535 cm−1 to 1521 cm−1, implying the attachment of N-GQDs with Au
NPs by the CeN related functional groups. Additionally, a peak at
1355 cm−1 corresponding to C-H/O-H bending vibration is observed in
Au@N-GQD, which is in agreement with the Raman analysis. The
presence of a strong and sharp band at 475 cm−1 is due to the AueC
bond formation, which confirms the strong attachment of Au with N-
GQDs [32,41]. In Fig. 3(f), the FTIR spectra of Au@N-GQD/DA shows
two distinct peaks at 1535 cm−1 and 1682 cm−1 within a broad ab-
sorption band corresponding to CeN bending vibration, which is
probably due to the CONH or CNH complex formation [32]. The ab-
sorption peak at 1363 cm−1 arises from the vibration of OeH functional
groups in DA (see Fig. S5(b), Supporting Information) and it disappears
fully after the attachment with Au@N-GQD, while the appearance of
the peak at 1682 cm−1 corresponding to C]O vibration implies the
conversion of catechol groups of DA into C]O bond in presence of Au@
N-GQD. Interestingly, the reappearance of the absorption peak for CeN
bending vibration in Au@N-GQD/DA at the identical position of that in
N-GQDs (1535 cm−1) confirms the detachment of N-GQDs and Au NPs
by the influence of DA, consistent with the TEM and Raman analysis.
Note that in Au@N-GQD/DA, two absorption bands for CeO and CeH
bond vibrations at ~1270 cm−1 and ~1343 cm−1, respectively may
result in peak broadening due to the influence of DA [32].

3.4. Mechanism of DA sensing

The bonding between Au NPs and N-GQDs has been confirmed from
the XRD, RAMAN, FTIR and UV–Vis absorption, as discussed above. For
the detection of DA with Au@N-GQD, here we propose a detailed me-
chanistic insight, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Before the addition of DA,
there is a strong coupling/bonding between Au and N-GQD possibly
through Au-C/CeN bonds. At lower concentration of DA, N-GQDs are
detached from Au NPs and eventually it makes the N-GQD/DA complex.
With further increase of the DA concentration, N-GQD/DA makes a
shell like structure surrounding the Au NP. It has been reported that DA
has good ionizing property due to the presence of two acidic protons
with the value of approximately ~9 pK [42]. In a neutral medium, DA
behaves as a positively charged particle with (-NH3

+) groups (known as
protonated DA), while in N-GQDs, oxygen-rich functional groups, such
as -COOH, C]O, C-O-C, -OH behave as negatively charged terminals
[1,3,43]. Thus, high content of oxygen-rich functional groups at the
edge as well as at the basal plane of N-GQDs can easily form a complex
by neutralizing the amine group of protonated DA (CONH, CNH bond
formation), whereas, the aromatic ring of N-GQDs and DA can also be
attached by noncovalent interaction with π-π stacking [1,15,37]. Due
to the complex formation with DA, N-GQD/DA complex is forced to
detach from Au NP surfaces and after the detachment of N-GQD/DA
from the surface of Au NPs, electron density of Au NPs decrease. As a
result, Au NPs become more active to accept electrons for recovering
their electron density. Since DA is converted to protonated DA (NH3

+)
in the neutral medium, the formation of stable dopamine-o-quinone
(DQ) structure is not favorable for it [43]. After its attachment with N-
GQDs, protonated DA becomes neutralized and may leave acidic pro-
tons of the catechol groups to get a stable structure of DQ via phen-
oxide-enolate formation [42]. Due to the high electron affinity, Au NPs
readily accept the phenoxide-enolate through its negative charge
terminal, forming a core-shell structure with Au NPs and DA, keeping
N-GQDs at the periphery of the shell (see Fig. 1(i)). Note that the

Fig. 2. XRD pattern of (a) pristine DA, (b) N-GQDs, (c) Au@N-GQD and (d)
Au@N-GQD/DA. XRD pattern of each sample is recorded after the drop casting
on Si (100) wafer.
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detachment of the N-GQDs from Au NPs surfaces makes Au NP more
active as an electron acceptor, accelerating complex formation between
N-GQDs and DA. The quenching of PL intensity (discussed later) not
only occurs through the ground state complex formation but also the
charge transfer from N-GQDs to DQ takes place after certain

concentration of DA.

3.5. Colorimetric sensing of DA

Fig. 5(a) shows the comparison of UV–Vis absorption spectra of as

Fig. 3. (a–c) Comparison of Raman spectra and their Lorentzian fittings in the range 1000–1725 cm−1 and (d–f) comparison of FTIR spectra of N-GQDs, Au@N-GQD
and Au@N-GQD/DA, respectively.
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prepared N-GQDs and Au@N-GQD. The absorption of N-GQDs is mainly
dominant in the UV region with a hump at ~274 nm due to the π-π*
transition of sp2 hybridized carbon components, while an extended tail
up to 650 nm is attributed to the n-π* transition arising from the non-
bonding electrons of oxygen (CO]O, C]O or CeO) and lone pair
electrons of nitrogen of the attached functional groups (C-NH2, C]NH)
at N-GQDs edges [27,44]. For Au@N-GQD, two strong characteristic
absorption peaks at ~300 nm and ~543 nm are observed (see
Fig. 5(a)), which are attributed to the characteristic absorption peaks of
N-GQDs and Au NPs, respectively. It is reported that the Au NPs with
size 10–40 nm exhibit the SPR absorption at ~530 nm [45]. However,
in the present case the SPR absorption peak of Au NPs in Au@N-GQD is
observed to be red shifted by ~13 nm, which may be attributed to the
hybrid formation of metallic Au NPs with N-GQDs [44]. The absorption
peak at ~300 nm in Au@N-GQD is stronger than that of N-GQDs, which
may be due to the additional functionalization of N-GQDs during the
formation of Au NPs, consistent with the Raman and FTIR studies. The
ratio of HAuCl4 and N-GQDs was optimized by monitoring the SPR
absorption wavelength. In each case, the amount of N-GQDs was varied,
keeping the HAuCl4 concentration fixed. The variation of the SPR ab-
sorption peak position with the amount of reducing agent N-GQDs is
plotted in Fig. S6 (Supporting Information). The smaller size of Au NPs
are formed with 0.7mg/mL of N-GQDs. Due to the higher surface area,
smaller size Au NPs are more effective for the interaction. Thus, 0.7 mg/
mL N-GQDs with 5mM HAuCl4 is chosen as optimum ratio for the
further experiments.

For DA, the characteristic absorption peak for aromatic carbon
(C=C) appears at 277 nm. Note that our sample does not show any
peak at ~350 nm (see Fig. S7(a), Supporting Information), indicating
no oxidation of DA in our case [46,47]. After the addition of DA with
Au@N-GQD (A7), a systematic enhancement in the intensity and the
broadening of absorption peak at ~300 nm is observed with increasing
concentration of DA, as-shown in Fig. 5(b), which may be due to the
complex formation of N-GQDs with DA. The enlarged view of the SPR
absorption spectra (510–580 nm) of Au NPs in Au@N-GQD with dif-
ferent concentration of DA is presented in the inset of Fig. 5(b). The N-
GQD/DA complex formation is supported by the shift in absorption
peak of Au@N-GQD from 300 nm to 306 nm, as-shown in Fig. S7(a)
(Supporting Information). Due to the complex formation with DA, the
reduction of charge density in N-GQDs forces the detachment of N-
GQD/DA complex from Au NP surfaces. As a result, with increasing the
concentration of DA, electron density in Au NPs and the corresponding
SPR absorption intensity is also reduced, while the absorption of N-
GQDs (~300 nm) increases monotonically. Interestingly, further in-
crease of DA concentration leads to the enhancement in the SPR

absorption intensity along with a redshift. The redshift of the SPR ab-
sorption peak may be due to the interaction of Au NPs with DA, while,
the increased SPR absorption indicates the migration of electrons to-
wards Au NPs [48]. Fig. 5(c) shows the change in the SPR absorption
intensity (A543 at 543 nm) with different concentration of DA. After the
detachment of the N-GQDs from Au NP surfaces, Au NPs become more
active to recover the reduced electron density and as a result, they can
actively attach with electron rich phenoxide-enolate, following more
ground state complex formation between N-GQDs and DA, resulting in
the enhancement of the absorption intensity at ~300 nm. The variation
of the absorption intensity spectra with DA concentrations were also
repeated with two other stock solution of Au@N-GQD (A9 and A5) and
the similar results are shown in Fig. S7(b, c) (Supporting Information).
In order to support the role of Au NPs, the change in absorption of bare
N-GQDs (N7) was also investigated in presence of different concentra-
tion of DA, as-shown in Fig. S7(d) (Supporting Information). Relatively
higher absorption intensity with greater broadening is observed for
Au@N-GQD, confirming the significant effect of the metallic Au NPs for
the higher number of N-GQD/DA complex formation.

Based on the change in the absorption intensity at ~300 nm, a novel
sensor is proposed here for the detection of DA, following the well-
known Hill equation. The Hill equation is a very useful tool in bio-
chemistry and pharmacology to describe the binding of a ligand to a
macromolecule. The Hill equation was originally formulated by
Archibald Hill in 1910 to study the O2 binding with haemoglobin [49].
Afterwards, Hill equation was well studied for analyzing the degree of
cooperativity from Hill coefficient of ligand binding [50,51]. Arthur
et al. used the Hill equation for fitting the curve of relative change in
fluorescence with L-phenylalanine concentration [52]. According to the
literature, the Hill equation is formally equivalent to Langmuir iso-
therm, while the Hill coefficient was reported as the interaction coef-
ficient [53,54]. In order to study the detection of DA by Au@N-GQD
hybrid system, the change in absorption intensity at ~300 nm (A300)
with various DA concentration is fitted with the following Hill equation,

= +
−

+
A S E S Q

Q K
( ) n

n n300 (1)

where, E, S, and K are the constants. Q is the concentration of DA and n
is the interaction coefficient. If n > 1, the system shows positive co-
operativity i.e. an increase in the affinity of a binding site due to the
previous binding of a ligand to another site [55]. It is also reported that
due to the multiple binding sites, n < 1 is also possible for the binding
of a ligand [56]. In case of the strong interaction, n > 1 is observed.
The plot of A300 vs. Q for each concentration of Au@N-GQD is well
fitted by the Hill equation in the concentration region 0.1–10.0 μM and
the corresponding value of interaction coefficient are found to be
nA9= 0.97, nA7= 1.19 and nA5=0.49 for A9, A7 and A5, respectively
(see Fig. 5(d)). It is evidence from the n values that the interaction is
strong in case of A7. As compared to earlier reports, an efficient de-
tection of DA with Au@N-GQD is carried out in this study in a wide a
range (0.04–10 μM), as listed in Table 1. The value of interaction
coefficient (n) from the fitting with the Hill equation can be used for the
prediction of optimum condition (concentration of Au@N-GQD stock
solution) to achieve efficient DA sensing. For A9, as N-GQDs are less in
amount, the absorption intensity corresponding to N-GQD/DA complex
at ~300 nm is low (see Fig. S7(b), Supporting Information), while for
A5 the corresponding absorption is higher due to higher content of N-
GQDs. Despite of a lower concentration of N-GQDs in A9, a larger value
of interaction coefficient (nA9= 0.97) in A9 than that of A5
(nA5= 0.49) indicates the possibility of interaction of DA and Au NPs
besides the interaction of DA and N-GQDs. In the dilute solution, as the
amount of Au@N-GQD is less, these are well separated from each other
and DA may easily separate N-GQDs from the Au NP surfaces by the
formation of N-GQD/DA complex even at lower concentration of DA
[1,57]. On the other hand, at the higher concentration of Au@N-GQD,
metallic Au NP surfaces are highly crowded with N-GQDs and thus

Fig. 4. A schematic illustration of the DA sensing mechanism showing the Au@
N-GQD/DA complex formation through the detachment of N-GQDs from Au
NPs, followed by the Au@N-GQD/DA core-shell structure with N-GQDs at the
periphery.
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higher concentration of DA is further involved in the N-GQD/DA
complex formation than the interaction with Au NP surfaces. Thus, for
A7 and A5, the higher absorption intensity at ~300 nm indicates that

the absorption at ~300 nm arises from the interaction between DA and
N-GQDs. Though n value is decreasing with increasing concentration of
Au@N-GQD stock solution, an intermediate concentration (A7)

Fig. 5. UV–Vis absorption spectra of (a) N-GQDs and Au@N-GQD. (b) Au@N-GQD (A7) with various concentrations of DA (0–10 μM). (c) The change in SPR
absorption intensity of Au@N-GQD at 543 nm with different DA concentrations. (d) Comparison of the change in absorption intensity of Au@N-GQD at 300 nm with
different concentration of DA for A9, A7, and A5. Experimental data in each case is well fitted with the Hill equation and the corresponding n value is shown in each
case.

Table 1
Comparison of different colorimetric and fluorimetric sensors reported for DA detection.

Sensing platform Sensing mechanism Method of detection Detection range LOD (nM) Reference

Au NP Aggregation Absorption 1.0 nM–1.0 μM 5000.0 [1]
Citrate cap-Ag NP Aggregation Absorption 0–0.6 μM 60.0 [3]
Au NP with Cu+2 Aggregation Absorption 0.5–10 μM 200.0 [2]
Beta-cyclodextrin modified Au NP Aggregation Absorption 20–250 nM and 350–1600 nM 3.0 [18]
Au@N-GQD Core-shell formation Absorption 0.04–80 μM 40.0 This work
GQD Charge transfer PL quenching 0.01–60 μM 8.0 [22]
GQD Charge transfer PL quenching 0.25–50 μM 90.0 [15]
N-GQD Charge transfer PL quenching 1–200 μM 70.0 [9]
Polypyrrole/GQD Charge transfer PL quenching 5–8000 nM 0.01 [4]
Dopamine modified Carbon NP with Fe+3 Charge transfer PL recovery 0.1–10 μM 68.0 [61]
Carbon Dot and Au NP Aggregation of Au NP PL recovery 0.5–3 μM 37.0 [23]
Au@N-GQD Core-shell formation PL quenching 0–100 μM 430.0 This work
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between A9 and A5 shows a high interaction coefficient (nA7= 1.19)
indicating high affinity of DA towards Au@N-GQD with an optimum
concentration of Au@N-GQD (0.09mg/mL). The highest value of nA7
confirms that Au NPs play an energetic role for the interaction between
DA and N-GQDs. For A9 and A7, the SPR peak of Au NPs becomes
broader and redshifted, whereas for A5 the SPR absorption intensity is
increased without any shift. This may be explained by the better in-
teraction of DA with Au NPs for A9 and A7, while for A5, mainly free

metallic Au NP surfaces are responsible for the enhanced SPR absorp-
tion. Thus, in order to achieve efficient detection of DA, the optimum
concentration of Au@N-GQD is essential and in the present case, A7 is
observed to be the optimum concentration.

3.6. Fluorescence sensing of DA

The efficient detection of DA based on the fluorescence intensity
quenching of Au@N-GQD is carried out. The normalized PL spectra of
Au@N-GQD show a blue shift of ~11 nm as compared to the bare N-
GQDs, as-shown in Fig. 6(a). The observed blue shift in the PL peak may
be due to the addition of -OH groups on sp2-hybridized carbons, which
is in agreement with the FTIR analysis [58]. Fig. 6(b, c) shows the
comparative PL spectra of A7 at various concentrations of DA (0–0.4 μM
and 0.6–100.0 μM). At very low concentration of DA, the PL intensity is
found to be quenched and then PL intensity of the system is partially
recovered with DA concentration in the range 0.08–0.40 μM (see
Fig. 6(b)). The dashed/dotted lines in Fig. 6(b) refer to the enhanced PL
intensities of Au@N-GQD with DA addition. Interestingly, at the higher
concentration of DA (0.6–100.0 μM) monotonic decrease in the PL in-
tensity is observed, as-shown in Fig. 6(c) and this region of con-
centration is useful for DA sensing application. Fig. 6(d, e) depict the
corresponding calibration graph of the fluorescence intensity ratio I0/I
vs. DA concentration (in μM), where I0 and I are the PL intensity of the
system at 414 nm before and after the addition of DA, respectively. For
the detection of DA in the concentration range 1.0–100.0 μM, I0/I vs. Q
plot is fitted with a linear regression equation of: I0/I=1+0.51Q, as-
shown in Fig. 6(e). The limit of detection (LOD), determined by the 3σ/
b (σ is the standard deviation of the lowest signal and b is the slope of
linear calibration plot) is calculated to be 0.43 μM, which is comparable
with the reported values using fluorescence method. In our case the
LOD value is consistent with the experimental observation, since the
non-monotonic change in fluorescence intensity extends up to 0.40 μM
DA concentration and beyond it the linear sensing region starts. The
details of the optimization of the fluorescence sensing parameters are
provided in the Supporting information, section S1 and Figs. S8, S9.
Based on the optimization, the sensing of DA has been carried out with
sample A7 at pH 7 with temperature 30 °C after the 4min proper
mixing. In lower concentration region of DA, the covalent bond for-
mation between -NH3

+ group of DA and oxygen coupled functional
groups of N-GQDs facilitate a systematic reduction in the PL intensity
by the ground state complex formation. PL quenching by electron
transfer is negligibly small in the low concentration region
(0.0–0.06 μM), which is confirmed by the TRPL analysis (discussed
later). Due to the N-GQD/DA complex formation, N-GQDs are partially
detached from Au NP surfaces, as discussed before. Thus, the exposed
surface area of functionalized N-GQDs increases naturally and the PL
starts to recover partially in the concentration region 0.08–0.4 μM for
A7. Beyond this concentration region, a dynamic PL quenching is ob-
served up to 100.0 μM DA concentration, evidenced by the TRPL stu-
dies. Besides the N-GQD/DA ground-state complex formation, Au NPs
and DQ, being good electron acceptors may extract electrons from N-
GQDs, which quench further the PL intensity in the higher concentra-
tion region.

To confirm the non-monotonic change in the PL intensity with DA,
different stock solution of Au@N-GQD (A9 and A5) were also studied
(see Fig. S10(a–d), Supporting Information). In each case, similar be-
havior is observed in the change of PL intensity with the variation of DA
concentration. For A7 and A5, initially the PL intensity reduces sys-
tematically and then partially recovered, followed by the reduction in
the PL intensity with increasing DA concentration. In case of A9, due to
the presence of low concentration of N-GQDs, initially, PL recovers by
the detachment of N-GQDs from Au NP surfaces and then quenches
with higher DA concentration. For A5, in spite of the higher ground
state complex formation, the involvement of more DA to make the
surface of Au NPs free facilitates a lower interaction of Au NPs and

Fig. 6. (a) Normalized PL spectra of N-GQDs and Au@N-GQD, where vertical
dashed lines indicate the blue shift of 11 nm with the addition of Au. A com-
parison of PL spectra of Au@N-GQD (A7) after the addition of DA in the con-
centration range (b) 0.0–0.4 μM and (c) 0.6–100.0 μM with the excitation wa-
velength 300 nm. The dashed/dotted lines in (b) indicate the non-monotonic
change in the PL intensity with DA concentration. (d) The relative change in PL
intensity (I0/I) as a function of DA concentration (for a fixed Au@N-GQD
concentration (A7)) corresponding to the PL spectra of (b). (e) I0/I vs con-
centration (Q) plot in the DA concentration range 1–100 μM fitted with the
linear Stern-Volmer equation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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phenoxide-enolate. A comparison of quenching study with N-GQDs and
Au@N-GQD was performed to confirm our claim. Fig. S10(e)
(Supporting Information) shows the monotonic quenching of PL in-
tensity of N-GQDs with increasing concentration of DA. Fig. S10(f)
(Supporting Information) shows the PL spectra of N-GQDs and Au@N-
GQD with the DA concentration of 10 μM. Quenching in PL intensity is
measured to be ~1.57 times and ~20.4 times for N-GQDs and Au@N-
GQD, respectively. Therefore, an enormous quenching in PL intensity is
achieved in presence of Au@N-GQD, which can be treated as a superior
fluorometric sensor for the detection of DA.

3.7. TRPL analysis

TRPL spectra for N-GQDs and Au@N-GQD before and after the
addition of different concentration of DA were monitored at their re-
spective emission peak. Each spectrum is fitted with the following bi-
exponential decay function:

= +− −y t B e B e( )
t
τ

t
τ1 21 2 (2)

where, τ1 and τ2 are the lifetime components with amplitude B1 and B2,
respectively, and t is the instantaneous time. The average decay time

(τavg) is calculated with the formula:
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=
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The bi-exponential decay behavior of the PL intensity suggests the
presence of two emissive sites, which are usually attributed to the sp2

domains and functional groups at the edge of Au@N-GQDs [59]. The
decay time including the corresponding amplitude and the average
decay time of different systems are shown in Table T2 (Supporting In-
formation). For N-GQDs, τavg is calculated to be 6.0 ns, while that of
Au@N-GQD is 5.1 ns, as-shown in Fig. 7(a, b), respectively. In the case
of Au@N-GQD, electrons are transferred from N-GQDs to Au NPs due to
the high electron affinity of Au NPs. The overlap of emission spectra of
N-GQDs with the SPR absorption of Au NPs supports the possible
electron transfer from N-GQDs to Au NPs [60]. In Au@N-GQD, the
quenching of the PL by electron transfer is possible only when the ra-
diative electrons of the system are transferred to other material or
suffers from non-radiative recombination. With the lower concentration
of DA (0.06 μM), negligible change in the decay time (τavg= 5.9 ns) of
Au@N-GQD/DA as compared to N-GQDs confirms that the quenching
in lower concentration region is only due to the ground state N-GQD/

Fig. 7. TRPL spectra of (a) N-GQDs, (b) Au@N-GQD. (c) Au@N-GQD with 0.06 μM DA, and (d) Au@N-GQD with 4.0 μM DA.
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DA complex formation (see Fig. 7(c)). At the higher concentration of
DA, the high electron affinity of Au NPs and DQ facilitates the electron
transfer from N-GQDs, which in turn results into fast decay time
(τavg= 4.4 ns) for Au@N-GQD with 4 μM DA, as-shown in Fig. 7(d).
Thus, the presence of Au NPs accelerates the fast electron transfer re-
sulting in the higher rate of complex formation and PL quenching.

3.8. Selectivity of DA sensing

For the detection of DA in real samples, not only the sensitivity but
also the selectivity is very important because of the interference of
different metal ions and biomolecules. In order to investigate the se-
lectivity of the sensing, i.e., PL quenching and absorption intensity of
Au@N-GQD towards DA, common interference species such as metal
ions (Ag+, Co+2, Cu+2, Hg+2, Pb+2, Cr+3, Al+3, Cd+2, Mg+2, Mn+2,
Ni+2, Fe+2, Na+, K+ and Zn+2) and biomolecules (ascorbic acid (AA),
uric acid (UA), hydroquinone (HQ), glucose (Gls), glycine (Gly),

thiourea (thio), L-cysteine (L-Cys) and glutamic acid (Glu)) with the
concentration of 10 μM are considered under the identical experimental
conditions. Fig. 8 shows the relative change of the PL intensity (I0/I) of
Au@N-GQD with different species. The PL quenching occurs only with
the addition of DA and no significant quenching is observed by the
addition of other molecules and ions. The mixture of the all interference
species with DA is also showing the similar quenching effect as with
only DA. The selectivity of this hybrid system is also investigated by the
change in the intensity of the absorption at 300 nm, as-shown in Fig.
S11 (Supporting Information). These observations clearly confirm that
proposed sensing platform is highly selective towards the detection of
DA.

3.9. Analysis on real samples

For the investigation of the practical feasibility of Au@N-GQD based
DA sensor, different concentration of DA in the range 0–80 μM were
spiked into real samples and the concentration of DA in the samples was
determined by the standard addition method. The practicality of the
proposed sensor is investigated as environmental sensor in
Brahmaputra river water as well as biosensor in human serum sample,
separately. Real water samples were collected from Brahmaputra River,
Guwahati, Assam. The river water sample was simply filtered with a
0.22 μm membrane without any further processing. For the detection of
DA in river water, the detecting aqueous solution (Au@N-GQD) is
prepared after 20 times diluting the filtered water with PBS buffer
(pH 7). Similarly, another solution of Au@N-GQD is prepared in 100
fold diluted human serum sample. The change of the PL intensity with
the spiked DA concentration in river water and serum sample,

Fig. 8. Selectivity of DA sensing measured by fluorescence quenching (I0/I) of
Au@N-GQD (0.09mg/mL) at 414 nm in presence of 10 μM concentration dif-
ferent interference species.

Fig. 9. The relative change of the fluorescence quenching (I0/I) of Au@N-GQD at 414 nm in presence of different concentration of DA spiked in (a) Brahmaputra river
water and (b) human serum.

Table 2
Detection of DA spiked in real samples.

Sample Added
concentration of
DA (μM)

Measured
concentration of
DA (μM)

Recovery (%) RSD (%)

Brahmaputra
river water

10.0 10.7 ± 0.1 107.0 0.9
50.0 48.2 ± 0.5 96.3 1.0
80.0 81.6 ± 2.0 102.1 2.5

Human serum 10.0 11.2 ± 0.2 112.3 1.8
50.0 49.8 ± 0.03 99.6 0.1
80.0 75.6 ± 0.1 94.5 0.1
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respectively, is shown in Fig. S12(a, b) (Supporting Information). The
relative change in the PL intensity (I0/I) against spiked DA in river
water and human serum follow the linear Stern-Volmer equation, as-
shown in Fig. 9(a, b) and the corresponding LODs are 480 nM and
590 nM, respectively (calculated at a signal-to-noise ratio of 3). The
LOD for human serum sample is lower than the lowest abnormal DA
concentration in human blood (16 μM) [1]. The recovery of DA in the
river water is 96.3–102.1% and that for human serum is 94.5–112.3%.
With these low LOD and satisfactory recoveries in real medium, we can
conclude that the proposed sensor is efficient and it holds potential for
DA detection in environmental and biological samples with a fast and
reproducible way. The calculations of spiked and recovery concentra-
tions of DA in real medium are shown in Table 2.

4. Conclusions

In summary, a unique simple photometric method has been utilized
for the detection of DA below the abnormal level of DA in the human
serum. The DA sensor is developed by integrating N-GQDs with Au NPs
by the formation of a unique core-shell structure with DA, as revealed
from the TEM analysis, for the first time. Here, Au NPs are demon-
strated to play a pivotal role in the N-GQD/DA complex formation,
which proves Au@N-GQD as a more efficient sensor than bare N-GQDs.
Though primarily electrostatic interaction and π-π stacking facilitate
the N-GQD/DA ground state complex formation, the presence of Au NPs
accelerates this ground state complex formation by making a core-shell
structure with phenoxide-enolate. It is also highlighted that the core-
shell structure helps for the greater quenching of PL intensity of Au@N-
GQD by electron transfer. In presence of DA, the enhancement of
UV–Vis absorption intensity and quenching of PL intensity of Au@N-
GQD have been used for the colorimetric and fluorometric detection of
DA in the range 0.04–100.0 μM. Our results provide a detailed insight
into the DA sensing through complex formation and core-shell structure
generation with DA. This strategy offers a new approach for developing
a simple, low cost, highly sensitive and selective DA sensor, useful in a
wide range of applications in clinical diagnostics. The proposed sensor
exhibits good reproducibility, simple operation and excellent stability.
In addition, the proposed strategy was successfully applied for DA de-
tection in Brahmaputra river water and human serum, achieving sa-
tisfactory recoveries and LOD. The observed DA shell formation around
Au NPs and its evolution may serve as a guideline for further studies on
core-shell formation in complex biomolecules.
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